Trusted information that supports critical decisions

The global defense and security communities and the industries that support them are facing growing uncertainty and an unprecedented volume and variety of threats.

Jane’s Defence Equipment and Technology Intelligence Centre from Jane’s by IHS Markit, offers the world’s only single resource for comprehensive, unclassified and up-to-date intelligence on military equipment (air, sea, land and space) in production and use around the globe.

Building on more than 100 years of data, and leveraging Jane’s team of subject matter experts, Jane’s Defence Equipment and Technology Intelligence Centre is critical to the success of any national security, defense industry or academic organization that needs timely, accurate and validated information on military platforms, weapons and systems.

41,500+ equipment profiles
83,500+ different pieces of equipment covered
791,500+ specification points across
32,300+ pieces of equipment
Achieve your critical objectives

Stay at the forefront of developments
Government agencies, armed forces and businesses rely on Jane’s to support their understanding of the global defense landscape. Jane’s validated and verified data and insight will enable you to perform key tasks more effectively.

Equipment recognition and capability assessment
Jane’s up-to-date equipment profiles, including imagery, specifications and analysis, enable you to identify and differentiate between weapons system variants and conduct critical all-source analysis and reporting.

Strategize, plan and train
Highlighting current and emerging capabilities, coupled with structured data sets that can be integrated into simulation and C4ISR systems, Jane’s supports military planning, procurement and scenario development.

Compare, benchmark and procure
Procurement teams can make decisions confident in the knowledge that they are based on reliable platform, subsystem and technology specifications and performance data.

Research markets
In-depth program and development data enables market research and analysis teams to conduct accurate market sizing, market scoping and competitor analysis activities.

Partner, team and acquire
Business development and strategy professionals benefit from access to insight which reveals downstream capability gaps and revenue opportunities. Contractor information guides effective partnering, teaming and acquisition activities.

Develop products and technologies
Profiles of existing and future technologies enable engineering teams to conduct effective benchmarking and drive the development of profitable future products and technology enhancements.
Data and insight at the highest levels of assurance

Jane’s provides verified and validated open source information and intelligence enabling us to offer you the highest levels of assurance. We use a multi-faceted approach with all sources assessed for bias and objectivity; reliability; level of certainty and predictive value.

Equipment Profiles
The Jane’s Defence Equipment and Technology Intelligence Centre structured database of detailed programmatic and technical information allows analysts and operators to rapidly identify equipment and accurately assess capabilities and status.

News and Analysis
Technical, operational and commercial news provides daily analysis and insight into global defense platforms, systems and equipment from Jane’s leading titles including Jane’s Defence Weekly, International Defence Review and Navy International.

Defence Insight Reports
These quarterly reports integrate news, analysis, reference and forecasting content on a subject-by-subject basis. Each report delivers exclusive additional insights into defense issues of global or topical significance.

Intelligence Briefings
JDET Intelligence Centre and Defence Module subscribers gain access to Jane’s intelligence briefings; detailed analysis on critical topics with commentary by leading Jane’s experts.
Timely, relevant and accurate open-source intelligence

Jane’s Defence Equipment and Technology Intelligence Centre brings together a wide variety of content, which has been verified and validated by Jane’s subject matter experts. All data is derived from open sources and unclassified to support operations and planning for both national security and industry customers.

**Land Warfare Platforms**
Providing a critical resource for platform recognition, capability assessment and program management.
- Armoured Fighting Vehicles
- Artillery and Air Defence
- Logistics, Support and Unmanned
- Firepower, Survivability and Mobility

**Sea Platforms**
Combining sea-defense data and analysis on naval and coast guard vessels, both surface and sub-surface, manned and unmanned, that are in service, production or development.
- Fighting Ships
- Unmanned Maritime Vehicles

**Air and Space**
A complete reference portfolio of air and space platforms, systems and subsystems under development, in production and in service.
- All the World’s Aircraft: Development and Production
- All the World’s Aircraft: In Service
- All the World’s Aircraft: Unmanned
- Aero-Engines
- Flight Avionics
- Space Systems and Industry

**C4ISR and Mission Systems**
Trusted content covering military command, control, communications, computer, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance systems.
- Air
- Land
- Maritime
- Joint and Common Equipment

**EOD and CBRNE**
Information on the world’s chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive weapons, agents and countermeasures.
- Mines and EOD Operational Guide
- EOD and CBRNE Defence Equipment

**Simulation and Training**
Providing profiles and detailed analysis on civilian and military training and simulation systems, for land, sea, air, multirole and joint applications.

**Weapons**
A complete tri-service, joint and strategic reference portfolio of military weapons.
- Naval
- Infantry
- Air Launched
- Strategic
- Ammunition

**Defense News**
Impartial independent insight into developments in equipment and technology, geopolitics, armed forces, markets and business.
- Defence Weekly
- International Defence Review
- Navy International
- Missiles and Rockets
- Defence Industry News
Jane’s Data Analytics leverage structured data and visualisation software to provide a toolbox of applications to support your day-to-day tasks. Jane’s Data Analytics enable you to rapidly identify, assess and present the relationships between entities that drive global security threats and opportunities.

**Faster data discovery, analysis and export**

Powerful explorers support equipment recognition, capability assessment and market analysis by enabling you to visually explore connections between entities including platforms, systems, operators, weapons and manufacturers.

Leveraging Jane’s unique structured military equipment database, you will be able to distinguish between equipment variants, display specifications, conduct side-by-side comparisons and link to associated weapons and subsystems.

You can then continue to build out your analysis, for example you can link from weapons and systems related to your chosen platform to all other platforms that also carry that weapon or system and look to make capability comparisons.

Data Analytics Explorer is the first step in a series of enhancements to Jane’s content. These developments will structure and link Jane’s verified and validated data to deliver a 360° view of a piece of equipment, country or organisation revealing previously hidden connections to support and enhance your analysis.
Essential content delivered in formats that work for you

Jane’s Defence Equipment and Technology Intelligence Centre content is available in multiple formats to align with your specific needs. Online access provides you with instant access to the very latest data and insight, with new content and updates available immediately. Offline access delivers the same content in a way that enables it to be integrated quickly into your internal systems.

Dedicated training and support

When you take out a Jane’s subscription you will receive access to a dedicated trainer. Training sessions are available on an individual or group basis to familiarize you with the database and key functionality, helping you get to the information you need faster. Sessions can be focused around a topic of particular relevance to you and your organization. An extensive help guide is also available to deliver extra support.

Online Intelligence Briefings

Subscribers to Jane’s Defence Equipment and Technology Intelligence Centre receive complimentary access to the Jane’s Online Intelligence Briefings. These briefings provide an exclusive opportunity to delve more deeply into the most topical issues. Expert analysts deliver 45-60 minutes of insight, finishing with a Q&A. Briefings are available to listen live or on demand after the event.